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#3gfmd 9:15-10.45 HTM/Clinical Engineering Workshop - Room 4
Dr. Yadin David: "Global Professional Credentialing Project"

Dr. Fred Hosea: "Three big picture strategies in healthcare innovation" #3GFMD
Mr. Tom Judd and Dr. Yadin David speaking now in Room 4
IFMBE_CED @IFMBE_CED · 10 mag

Ready for next #GlobalCEDay? October 21st, 2017: save the date!

global.icehtmc.com #3gfmd

Global CE Day
global.icehtmc.com

Medical devices @MedicalDevicesG · 5 mag

Third WHO Global Forum on Medical Devices taking place in Geneva, 10 to 12 May 2017

Third WHO Global Forum on Medical Devices
Considering that Member States recognized in resolution WHA60.29 and WHA67.20...

who.int
Tom Judd and Tracey Rauch discussing on Clinical Engineering and Information Technology links #3GFMD
Presenting the MAFEIP tool @WHO Global Forum in Medical Device #medicaledevioeg @IFMBE_HTAD
@IFMBE_CED

Adriana presenting the @WHO books on Priority Medical Devices #MedicalDeviceG @IFMBE_HTAD
@IFMBE_CED
Dr. James Goh (IFMBE President) and Dr. Ernesto Iadanza (IFMBE/CED Chairman) at WHO #3GFMD
Workshop on BME Education
A Reality Check on Biomedical Engineering Education

Status of Biomedical Engineering Education in the Asia Pacific

Kang-Ping Lin

In risposta a @IFMBE_CED
IFMBE_CED @IFMBE_CED · 10 mag

IFMBE Vice President Dr. Shankar Krishnan #3GFMD
Plenary Panel Session - Adriana Velazquez
Medical Devices - Global and Regional Perspective
#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG
#WHO
#CE
WHO 3rd Global Forum on Medical Devices - Plenary session 1 #3GFMD #ClinicalEngineering

Clinical Engineering, eHealth and ICT Global Overview
#3GFMD
#medicaldevicesG
@MedicalDevicesG
Extremely well attended CED Board Meeting today! #3GFMD #medicaldevicesG @MedicalDevicesG

Clinical Engineering Division of IFMBE
Proud of you All!!
Dafne Zuleima @zuleimamorgado · 10 mag
@MedicalDevicesG "universal health coverage is not only about coverage, it is also about QUALITY"
#medicaldevicesg

Basit @Basit_HCS · 10 mag
#3GFMD

Dafne Zuleima @zuleimamorgado
African Medicines Agency to come in 2018 #medicaldevicesg
Day 2. Adriana Velasquez talk on Innovation in MD #medicaldevicesg @MedicalDevicesG
The full medical devices definition:
http://www.who.int/medical_devices/full_definition/en/...

The UNICEF expenditure

Day 2 - 3rd WHO Global Forum on Medical Devices
Plenary Session 2 - Adriana Velazquez
#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG
Velasquez @MedicalDevicesG explains #priority settings for medical #devices
CED meeting at Geneva
Dr Ernesto
#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG

**WHA Resolution 67.20**

Regulatory system strengthening for medical products

Recognizing that effective regulatory systems are an essential component of health system strengthening and contribute to better public health outcomes, that regulators are an essential part of the health workforce, and that inefficient regulatory systems themselves can be a barrier to access to safe, effective and quality medical products;

[Link to resolution document](http://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/10665/214077/1/WHO_HLM_9789241513236-eng.pdf)

Medical devices @MedicalDevicesG - 11 mag
Using clinical data in health technology management

#DocBox
@mustafasuleymn any plans on @DeepMindAI as freeware like Android

A fantastic 5 member panel session on #DeepMachine Learning for preclinical diseases
WHO Model Regulatory Framework

- Basic level controls and enforcement
  - Legal framework
  - Market oversight
  - Reporting system

- Expanded level controls and enforcement
  - Regulatory controls, depending on the priorities of the country

3rd Global Forum on Medical Devices 10-12 May 2017

Main features of the new texts (2)

- Improved transparency through the establishment of a comprehensive EU database of medical devices and of a device traceability system, allowing to trace the device from the manufacturer through the supply chain to the final user.
- Improved coordination between Member States in the fields of vigilance and market surveillance.
- Role and responsibilities of economic operators. Certain new obligations for authorised representatives.
New regulations for #medicaldevice in EU #3gfmd #MedicalDevicesG

Revision of the EU Medical Devices Legislation - Background

- Directive 90/385/EEC on active implantable medical devices
- Directive 93/42/EEC on medical devices
- Regulation on medical devices
- Directive 98/79/EC on in vitro diagnostic medical devices
- Regulation on in vitro diagnostic medical devices
A great panel on Effective Implementation of #Regulation of #Medical #Devices #3GFMD #MedicalDevicesG
Human Resources and medical devices #3gfmd #MedicalDevicesG @Basit_HCS @mariosecca
Mr. Abdul Basit @Basit_HCS describes CE apprenticeship in UK #3GFMD #MedicalDevicesG

The feedback of Health workers who are actually inside a PPE in a Tropical setting is the starting point for any design .......

#3GFMD

Dafne Zuleima @zuleimamorgado
Developing appropriate technology as recommended by @PATHtweets @MedicalDevicesG
Many times a failure in the process not the Personal Protecting Equipment is the cause for contamination.

Thank you for attending! Hey @medtecheurope @MedTechWorld @GlobalTechNews follow our conference this week! #digitalhealth #medtech #geneva

Prof. Shankar Krishnan, Vice President of IFMBE #3GFMD #MedicalDevicesG @MedicalDevicesG
How would future medicine look like?
Prof. James Goh
#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG
@IFMBE_CED
#WHO
Evidence Based Maintenance... A quick overview by Dr Ernesto
I personally believe it should be a CE "must have"
#3GFMED
#MedicalDevicesG

Assessment of Medical Devices
Plenary Session 3
#3GFMED
#MedicalDevicesG
#WHO
Ms Anna Worm presenting her work - Status of medical equipment in Sub-Sahara Africa.

#3GFMD

#MedicalDevicesG
Dr. Ernesto Iadanza, CED chairman, plenary talk on HTM #3GFMD #MedicalDevicesG #clinicalengineering
Paola Peynetti @PaolaPeynetti · 11 mag

3rd Global Forum on Med Devices happening now! Help spread the word? @chencao @Wolffy813 @BUSPH @sandrogalea @VeroWirtz #medicaldevicesg
ISPOR @ISPORorg · 11 mag

ISPOR @WHO: difference in carrying out #HTA for medical technologies/diagnostics as opposed to pharmaceuticals #MedicalDevicesG @K_Hawlik

https://twitter.com/i/moments/862211206244913154
Basit @Basit_HCS · 11 mag

Mr Ameel Mohammad presenting his work

#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG

UBORA EU Project @uborabiomedical · 11 mag

Regulators expect innovators to give proof of safety & efficacy of Medical Devices. UBORA closes this gap

#MedicalDevicesG @MedicalDevicesG
ISPOR @ISPORorg · 11 mag

ISPOR @WHO plenary introduces its multi org. Int’l Initiative on the #Assessment of the #Value of Medical Technologies #MedicalDevicesG
Nadia Naaman @ngnaaman · 11 mag
Velasquez #MedicalDevicesG commends efforts of collaborating org to address challenges in assessing value of medical technologies @ISPORorg

Nadia Naaman @ngnaaman · 11 mag
Dr Sharma @jintendar explains India’s road map to health technology management #MedicalDevicesG
The Global MedTech sector is valued at $200 billion and estimated to grow 7% every year

#MedicalDevicesG @ISPORorg

Presentation of the book human resources for medical devices, the role of BE. Ms Adriana Velasquez, WHO. @WHO #MedicalDevicesG

Dr Richard Fitton delivering a fantastic presentation

#3GFMD

#MedicalDevicesG
Basit @Basit_HCS
Disabled Patients Correcting Medical Records Online: Dr Richard Fitton delivering a fantastic presentation#3GFMD#Med
pscp.tv

IFMBE_HTAD @IFMBE_HTAD · 11 mag
@IFMBE_HTAD @IFMBE_CED @EAMBES_org @WarwickEngineer

Nadia Naaman @ngnaaman
#ifmbe describes the need for a different approach for #HTA of #Medical #Devices #MedicalDevicesG @ISPORorg
Basit @Basit_HCS · 12 mag

Disabled Patients Correcting Medical Records Online
Dr Richard Fitton delivering a fantastic presentation
#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG

Medical devices @MedicalDevicesG · 12 mag

The process for the selection of the Technology in cancer treatment should take into account everything from logistics to resources, power,

Basit @Basit_HCS · 12 mag

Did You Find the 3rd Global Forum on Medical Devices Useful to Your Personal and Professional Development?
#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG
#WHO

100% Yes, Extremely Useful
0% Yes, To Some Extent
0% Not At All
0% Not Sure

2 voti • Risultati finali
Sad, but at least we know now and working ‘together’ in reducing this number.

Nadia Naaman @ngnaaman
5 billion people on this planet do not have access to timely #surgical care #MedicalDevicesG #ispor
Medical devices are strongly dependent of the environment in which they are used.
Day 3 - 3rd WHO Global Forum on Medical Devices

#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG
#HCS

Pathology and Pathologists are critical in Cancer Management
WHO Global Forum on Medical Devices

#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG
#HCS
@NHShcs
Second day at third WHO Global forum on medical devices, #MedicalDevicesG @WHO

Presentation of the Priority Medical Devices for Cancer Management book. Thanks to every one involved !!!!

More affordable and simpler devices needed for the personalized treatment & diagnosis of cancer
Today you can Buy all the books on Medical Devices here at the Convention Center

Telecom Innovation in Mobile Health Unit
Prof Leonardo Melo delivering a fantastic presentation
#3GFMD
#Med

[CONCLUSA 20 Spettatori](https://www.pscp.tv/Basit_HCS/1yNGaqrmoENGj)

2015 Local production of M Dev initiative flourishes in India
Very excited to be at the 3rd #WHO #Global Forum on #Medical #Devices with @aplj for @THETlinks...going to be a fascinating three days
Medical devices @MedicalDevicesG · 12 mag
India’s 1st integrated Med Dev Manufacturing park!!!

Basit @Basit_HCS · 12 mag
The Use of Expert Systems and Artificial Intelligence to Prevent Diseases Around the World.
Prof Alvaro
#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG
Prof. Marc Nyssen, IFMBE Treasurer: "ICT-based health information management" #3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG #WHO

CED meeting at Geneva
Dr Ernesto
#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG
A great use of Artificial intelligence to manage diabetic retinopathy by Medical High Technologies
Prof Alvaro Rios
#3GFMD
#MedicalDevicesG
Leandro Pecchia @PecchiaLeandro · 12 mag
Discussing the need for a universal nomenclature for #MedicalDevicesG #3GFMD @IFMBE_HTAD @IFMBE_CED

IFMBE_CED @IFMBE_CED · 12 mag
The @WHO #3GFMD 3rd MD Forum closing ceremony: great event! #MedicalDevicesG

A new framework needed for open source innovations
New agreements for Nomenclature are urgent

Address the transparency issue in the Med Dev pricing among nations

Online training good for disaster settings

Share HR book to the End Users

Final closing meeting on the 3rd forum of Medical Devices. What great progress we have made!
Wairimu Kamau @Wairimupaulyne · 12 mag

Cost, as some hinderances for the access, transparency is needed, developing countries getting 5-10 high prices of ..@MedicalDevicesG

Phillip Olla @phillip_olla · 12 mag

WHO Summit rap up. One Key point.. why do medical devices cost 3x more LMIC? @MedicalDevicesG @AudaciaBio

IFMBE_CED @IFMBE_CED · 12 mag

https://twitter.com/i/moments/862211206244913154
CONCLUSA 19 Spettatori

IFMBE_CED @IFMBE_CED
Untitled
pscp.tv

IFMBE Session Chairmen final statements #3GFMD
@YadinDavid @tomjudd60 #MedicalDevicesG

Global Model Regulatory Framework for #MedicalDevices @WHO #3GFMD
Radiation therapy is critical in accelerating treatment

@MedicalDevicesG @magdalena stoeva

Very excited for this #WHO #3GFMD.
We, in @IFMBE_CED made our part and are so proud of this great success! #MedicalDevicesG
India to host 4th Global forum for Medical Devices 2018.

Thank you Adriana Velazquez for a successful and productive Forum. Looking forward to our continued collaboration.

A recap of all sessions concludes for a great Forum and for including
Medical devices @MedicalDevicesG · 12 mag
Thank you see you in New Delhi 2018

Dr. @ernestoiadanza plenary talk at the WHO 3rd Global Forum on Medical Devices - Plenary talk Ernesto Iadanza IFMBE-C...
youtube.com

Altri Momenti

Jim Parsons weds longtime partner of 14 years
Celebrity · 2 ore fa
Over the weekend, The Big Bang Theory star married longtime boyfriend Todd Spiewak in a ceremony at New York City’s famed...
481 Mi piace

An Avril Lavigne conspiracy theory has just resurfaced
Weird · Stamattina
Was Avril Lavigne replaced by a body double in the early 2000s? Fall down this fascinating (yet highly unlikely) rabbit hole with us.
1500 Mi piace

Family of Penn State hazing victim: 'This wasn't boys being boys'
US News · 1 ora fa
The parents of Timothy Piazza, the Penn State student who died at a fraternity house, went on several morning shows to discuss...

Zoe Kravitz slays on the new cover of Allure
Michelle Lee · 42 minuti fa
Zoe, a bird, a giant cat and...yesss queen
22 Mi piace